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TAO APP is a live broadcast software independently developed by RGBlink. It has a series of functions such as live broadcast and interaction, list, community, flexible payment, membership system, and offline translation supporting multiple languages and dialects around the world. It helps content creators to live with cost-effective accounts. In addition, you can push live streaming through the TAO platform itself, push 30+ domestic and overseas live platforms, gain more public domain traffic, easily realize your live demand, and use the TAO APP to achieve more functions.

More than a mobile phone | Tablet live stream
- Support TAO live broadcast
- Support third-party live streaming
- Support OTG live streaming: empowering your smart devices

Support 30+ platforms streaming at the same time
Not only can TAO stream on itself, but also stream to up to 30+ other platforms simultaneously, covering most of the live broadcast platforms, gaining more public domain traffic.

Smart mobile device + smart hardware
live broadcast
Camera and audio capture interface expansion
One-click microphone switch, making offline communication more private
Smooth fast recording to local/ cloud at 60M/s, without dropping frames
Easy adjustments for focusing, positioning, switching, etc.
Take full control of the live room
Built-in beauty cam, easy and simple adjustment, perform miracles on your face

Offline Translation
AI translation√ Manual proofreading√ AI dubbing√ Manual voice over√
It supports multiple languages and dialects around the world, matching multiple industries, can translate with an accuracy of 99%.

Live streaming system and distribution service
Distributed private cloud deployment: The system uses a private cloud system, including video, distribution, upload, website, and storage servers. Support streaming of RTMP/ RTSP/RTMPS protocol, support simultaneous streaming of 32 live platforms;
Support switcher and Android mobile phone streaming through OTG; Users can communicate while watching the live, the audio and video are fully synchronized.

Smart hardware 1+1>2
Streaming configuration: Realize "two-end sharing" and multi-platform streaming, viewing and sharing through TAO cloud service
TAO 1mini control: universal NDI codec, a must-have for small businesses, high image quality, low latency
Support scene switching of all video splicers: relax and take control

More
- Live interaction, support live playback, and enable secondary creation of live broadcast
- Notification, set a reminder 15 minutes before the live starts
- What’s trending, daily update of what’s trending trending, help every creator to keep up
- Identity medals, the point system presents identity differentiation and importance with medals
- Tutorial, step-by-step operation for quick start
- Flexible payment, support WeChat, Alipay, PayPal payment
- Scan the QR code to download, and scan to enter the live room
- Share to WeChat Moments, Facebook and other APPs directly through TAO APP